Contributing to MDN
Mozilla Developer Network

The library of the Web University

It is the developer guide and reference to the Web.

~60000 documents / ~15000 in English

20 active locales, 7 very active
Contributing to MDN

It is a **wiki**

Create an account

Find a task

Do it!
Kind of tasks

Editorial reviews

Translations

Bugs Ahoy
http://www.joshmatthews.net/bugsahoy/?mdn=1

Learning Area
Who to contact
... to the rescue?

You should get an e-mail with all info at first login.

Else contact:
   Janet Swisher: jswisher@mozilla.com
   Jean-Yves Perrier: jperrier@mozilla.com
   For the Learning Area: cmills@mozilla.com

Or ask on the dev-mdc@lists.mozilla.org mailing list
Monthly meet-up

First Wednesday of each month in Paris and London offices

http://www.meetup.com/Mozilla-Developer-Network/